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Effi cient Administration of Oracle 
Database / Application Servers

The solution at a glance
Today, doing everything by hand is no longer fashionable!
TVD-BasenvTM supports interactive work on the server as well as in batch mode, for example for auto-
matically and reliably confi guring the environment for a specifi c database. Navigating around Oracle 
standard directories and fi les is a breeze and saves on a lot of typing for the administrator. An effi cient 
and standardized way of working on your Oracle servers cuts operating time and costs, and diminishes 
the risk of errors. For this reason, we developed the tool TVD-Basenv™, which signifi cantly simplifi es and 
standardizes the administration of Oracle database and application server environments.

TVD-BasenvTM has been successfully deployed at our customers on several thousand servers running 
different operating systems for years. Our tool contains many ready-to-use, best practice confi gurations, 
and can be fl exibly adapted to meet your needs whenever and as required. The platform-neutral imple-
mentation in Perl offers the database administrator a standardized and stable interface for Linux, Unix 
and Windows systems.

What we offer
On request, our consultants will install and confi gure TVD-BasenvTM for your environment and show you 
the extensive possibilities of the tool. You need one license per server regardless of the number of active 
or installed databases.



Your benefi ts
 Standardized and simplifi ed database administration

 Enhanced service quality in conjunction with lower administration costs

 Greater effi ciency and security for your server infrastructure

 Proven scripts for standard tasks such as starting / stopping databases and application servers

 Support for all Oracle architectures such as RAC, Exadata, Data Guard, etc.
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Our partners

Certifi cation
As an ISO 20000-certifi ed company, we guarantee the quality and reliability
of our outstanding services in accordance with international standards.
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